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Global  Research  strives  for  peace,  and  we  have  but  one  mandate:  to  share  timely,
independent and vital information to readers across the globe. We act as a global platform
to let the voices of dissent, protest, and expert witnesses and academics be heard and
disseminated internationally.

We need to stand together to continuously question politics,  false statements, and the
suppression of independent thought.

 

Stronger  together:  your  donations  are  crucial  to  independent,  comprehensive  news
reporting in the ongoing battle against media disinformation. (click image above to donate)
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Watch: Brave Congressman Explains How US Keeps Afghan Heroin Trade Alive at Your
Expense

By Matt Agorist, August 28, 2017

Congressman Thomas Massie blows the lid off the US subsidized opium trade and taxpayer
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funds flowing into the hands of the Taliban in Afghanistan.

Syria: The Mark of a Great Nation Is Its Ability to Thwart America’s Scheme to Destroy It

By Barbara Nimri Aziz, August 28, 2017

Yet, more than six years into a war that’s caused such hardship and destruction, after so
many attacks against it, Syria stands. Its leader, an inexperienced and fallible man but no
tyrant, has thus far withstood Washington’s scurrilous pursuit of his removal. American-led
military and diplomatic efforts to overthrow his government have failed, even with the Arab
League’s shameless ejection of this founding member.

All The Countries America Has Invaded… in One Map

By Tyler Durden, August 28, 2017

Using data compiled by a Geography and Native Studies professor from Evergreen State
College in Olympia,  Washington,  the indy100  team created an interactive map of  U.S.
military incursions outside its own borders from Argentina in 1890 to Syria in 2014.

Putin and Netanyahu: The World’s Most Powerful President Meets the World’s Most Powerful
Liar

By Adam Garrie, August 28, 2017

Previously, when Netanyahu told historical untruths about Iran, Vladimir Putin did intervene,
telling Netanyahu that it is best to focus on modern events rather than ancient history.

Video: CIA Agent Whistleblower Risks All to Expose the “Shadow Government”

By Kevin Shipp and Dane Wigington, August 28, 2017

At a very important public awareness event, held by GeoengineerWatch.org in Northern
California, on July 28th, 2017, Mr. Shipp presented a shocking and compelling presentation
on numerous, horrific and ongoing government crimes.

Saudi Arabia and Israel Might ‘Directly Intervene’ in Syrian Conflict
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By Sputnik, August 28, 2017

The civil war in Syria is ‘de-facto over’. This is what Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu
said during a meeting with his Lebanese counterpart at the ongoing ARMY-2017 forum in
Kubinka on Wednesday. Israel Shamir, a Russian-Israeli journalist and Middle East expert
however told Sputnik Radio that some powers might not agree with this statement.
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